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because expressions of virtue must be voluntary (107), and Aristotle says 
that common use results from virtue. This is a bad argument, as Mayhew 
admits, again in a footnote (118 n. 40), since I can, for example, voluntarily 
refrain from stealing even if there is a law against it. Hence, laws cannot 
be ruled out on the ground that they prevent the action from being vir- 
tuous because involuntary. The other reason given for rejecting law en- 
forcement is that if property should be private giving must be voluntary 
(108). That, however, seems to imply a very extreme view; there cannot be 
private property if people are taxed against their wills. It is very difficult 
to see, here, how the criticism of Plato helps us to understand this view. 
The worries that communism is divisive and that it is inefficient do not 
obviously underwrite the view that it is wrong to enforce, by law, any re- 
distribution of property at all. 

Finally, Mayhew argues that his interpretation does not imply that Aris- 
totle advocates laissez-faire. Rather, Aristotle is in favor of publicly con- 
trolled, coercive education (113). Mayhew thinks that this is less coercive 
than instituting laws because interference in citizens’ lives is not necessary 
once they are educated. But such a system is not obviously less coercive 
than one that makes common use explicit in law. Those who are not ed- 
ucated to think in lock step with others may at least have their own 
thoughts. 

JOYCE L. JENKINS 

University of Manitoba 
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MAKING A hlECESSITY OF VIRTUE: ARISTOTLE AND KANT ON VIRTUE. 
By NANCY SHERMAN. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1997. Pp. 
xvii, 387. 

There is a tradition of contrasting Greek and Kantian conceptions of eth- 
ics. Whereas Greek ethics is an ethics of virtue, Kantian ethics is an ethics 
of duty. Greek virtue ethics does not distinguish sharply between moral 
and nonmoral value and justifies the virtues by showing how they contrib- 
ute to the agent’s own eudaimonia or happiness. By contrast, Kant distin- 
guishes sharply between moral and nonmoral value and criticizes Greek 
eudaimonism for justifymg morality in terms of happiness. Greek, espe- 
cially Aristotelian, conceptions of virtue give a prominent role to cultivation 
of proper emotions and appetites, whereas Kant insists that a good will be 
determined by reverence for the moral law, not emotion or inclination. 

Elements of this sharp contrast have been under re-examination lately 
in work on Greek and Kantian ethics. However, with some notable excep- 
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tions, recent work in these two traditions has proceeded in parallel.’ This 
recent scholarship invites a reassessment of the relation between Greek 
and Kantian ethics and holds out the promise of at least partial rapproche- 
ment between the two traditions. 

Nancy Sherman’s valuable new book undertakes such a comparative re- 
assessment. Though she has some things to say about Stoic conceptions of 
the virtues, her focus is on Aristotle and Kant. She addresses those who 
find an Aristotelian conception of ethics congenial but who have serious 
doubts about the adequacy of Kantian moral psychology. Sherman is 
among those who urge that we address familiar doubts about the moral 
psychology of Kant’s Groundwork and Critique of Practical Reason by turning 
to his anthropology of morals and theory of virtue developed in other 
practical works, such as The Doctrine of Virtue, Religion within the Limits of 
Reason Alone, the Lectures on Ethics, and Anthropology from a Pragmatic Point 
of View. Here she finds the seeds of a theory of virtue in which emotions, 
appetites, and character have a central role that bears favorable compari- 
son with Aristotelian claims about virtue. Though Sherman makes a case 
for reconciling Aristotelian and Kantian traditions, she sensibly avoids com- 
plete reconciliation. 

Drawing on the Rhetoric as well as the Nicomachean Ethics, Sherman begins 
her “dialogue” between Aristotle and Kant by examining the role of emo- 
tions within Aristotle’s conception of virtue. Whereas some emotions (for 
example, anger) may involve only affective and conative states, moral emo- 
tions (for example, resentment) are cognitive states insofar as they involve 
affective and conative states that are consequential on evaluative appraisal 
(for example, that one has been unjustly harmed). For this reason, Aris- 
totle treats properly trained emotions as playing an important epistemic 
role by alerting the agent to morally salient features of her situation. Moral 
emotions not only involve moral appraisal but communicate this appraisal 
to others. Moreover, moral emotions play a motivational role by reinforcing 
the motivational impetus of practical reason. Whereas the emotional ca- 
pacities that structure our characters are formed and profoundly influ- 
enced by early patterns of habituation and education (NE 1095b5-8, 
11031323-25, 1104b12,1105al-6,1179b26-29), the cognitive aspects of our 
emotions imply that moral assessment and reassessment, of the sort that 
takes places among friends and that is stimulated by tragic literature, can 
reshape our characters. To this extent, we can be responsible for our moral 
characters, despite the profound early influences on our characters over 
which we have little control. In explaining Aristotle’s insistence that the 
virtuous person’s appetites and emotions harmonize with right judgment, 

‘A notable exception is S. Engstrom and J. Whitings, eds., Aristotle, Kant, and the 
Stoics: Rethinking Happiness and Dutjl (New York: Cambridge University Press, 1996). 
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Sherman emphasizes the way in which the virtuous person must cultivate 
the proper emotional sensibility to the goods at stake in moral situations 
and not simply repress or extirpate wayward appetite and emotion. 

Sherman discusses the Stoics as marking a transition from Aristotelian 
to Kantian moral psychology. The Stoics are concerned with the way that 
the emotions can interfere with the operation of practical reason and that 
emotional attachments make us vulnerable to fortune. Like Aristotle, they 
think of the emotions as potentially responsive to reason. However, unlike 
Aristotle, they believe that in order to track the demands of practical rea- 
son more reliably and to secure a form of happiness that is firmly within 
our control, we must deny value to the externals that are objects of the 
emotions (they are indifferents) and we must extirpate all forms of emo- 
tional attachment that are morally unreliable or vulnerable. Though the 
Stoic identification of virtue and happiness represents a form of eudai- 
monism that Kant rejects, their refusal to recognize nonmoral goods as 
genuine goods appears to foreshadow Kant’s sharp distinction between 
moral and nonmoral goods, and their distrust of emotions that have not 
been fully rationalized anticipates Kant’s own claims about the role of the 
emotions in moral motivation. 

The dualism between reason, on the one hand, and emotion and incli- 
nation, on the other hand, is central to Kant’s conception of moral worth. 
For the most part, Sherman presupposes familiarity with this dualism, 
which her reconstruction of Kant’s theory of virtue aims to soften. How- 
ever, it is worth remembering the sharp contrasts in which Kant often 
formulates this dualism. In the second Cm’tique he describes inclination as 
“blind and slavish” and insists that a rational being regards them as “bur- 
densome’’ and “wishes to be free of them” ( K p v  118). In the Groundwork 
he claims that “reason in the consciousness of its dignity despises such 
[empirical] incentives and is able gradually to become their master” (G, 
41 1). This dualism is also at work in the Groundwork’s account of the good 
will, where Kant famously contrasts action done from a sense of duty and 
action done from inclination in his discussion of four kinds of conformity 
to duty. Neither the prudent shopkeeper, who treats customers fairly as a 
policy of prudence, nor the sympathetic man, who performs beneficent 
actions out of a sense of sympathy, displays moral worth. By contrast, Kant 
finds moral worth in the person who performs beneficent actions even 
though his own sorrows have extinguished his natural sympathy for others 
and in the person who performs beneficent actions despite congenital in- 
difference to the sufferings of others. These are both grudging moralists, 
whose sense of duty must suffice in the absence of natural emotions and 
inclinations or must overcome contrary emotions and inclinations. Such 
“subjective restrictions and hindrances, . . . far from hiding a good will . . ., 
rather bring it out by contrast and make it shine forth more brightly” (G, 
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397). Kant need not think that the presence of supporting emotions and 
inclinations disqualifies an agent from displaying a good will or that a good 
will requires contramoral emotions or inclinations; it’s rather that the op- 
eration of a sense of duty is especially clear in such cases. If so, Kant can 
ascribe a good will to the agent who is beneficent, as morality requires, 
from sympathetic inclination-provided that the inclination is suitably reg- 
ulated by her sense of duty. But whereas Kant may not think that the 
presence of inclination disqualifies an agent from displaying a good will 
or that a good will requires contramoral inclination, nonetheless he seems 
to think that the person in whom a sense of duty must overcome indiffer- 
ence or contrary inclination can and does display a good will (G, 398). But 
Aristotle would certainly think that the grudging moralist displays conti- 
nence, rather than virtue, inasmuch as he thinks that it is the mark of the 
virtuous person that he does not experience a conflict between the rational 
and nonrational parts of his soul and that appetite and emotion harmonize 
with right judgment (1102b14-28). 

Concerns about the depths of Kant’s dualism in the Groundwork and the 
second Critique lead Sherman (and other commentators) to reconstruct 
Kant’s theory of virtue as it is developed in his lesser known practical writ- 
ings. At first sight, these texts may seem poor resources for finding an 
account of virtue that assigns emotions and inclinations a more construc- 
tive role. In the Anthropology Kant repeatedly describes affects and passions 
as pathological (Anth, 251-52, 266). In the Doctrine of Virtue, he conceives 
of virtue as a moral strength of will in the face of recalcitrant inclinations 
( D v  405)-autocracy or self-governance in which practical reason “con- 
trols” and “subdues” emotions and appetites ( D v  407-8). 

But Sherman sees Kant as allowing emotions and inclinations a more 
constructive role within virtue. What Kant objects to in the nonautocratic 
person is her tendency to treat emotions or inclinations as sufficient rea- 
sons for action; this is to let emotion and appetite master her ( D v  408; 
Anth, 251). Overcoming this tendency does not require the squelching or 
extirpation of emotion or desire as such.* In the Doctrine of Virtue Kant 
insists that emotion and inclination can and should be the ally of practical 
reason; such passions are practical, not pathological (456). In particular, 
he claims that the cultivation of certain emotions and inclinations is itself 
a duty, because they reinforce the motive of duty and can help accomplish 
what a sense of duty alone might not (0s 457). Kant’s concern about 

‘In the second Cn’tique Kant draws a related contrast behveen self-conceit, which 
ought to be eliminated, and rational self-love, which ought to be cultivated ( K p y  
73-77). Whereas self-conceit conceives any natural desire as giving one reason for 
its satisfaction, rational self-love conditions the rationality of pursuing one’s desires 
on their conformity to the moral law. 
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motivation that rests entirely on natural appetites and emotions is that its 
coincidence with the moral law is imperfect and accidental. This concern 
can be met, Sherman argues, provided that the content, weight, and scope 
of these affective and conative states have been appropriately shaped by 
one’s conception of the moral law. When one acts in accord with duty on 
the basis of such moralized emotions and inclinations, one acts for the 
sake of duty, not because duty functions as one’s ultimate aim, but because 
it functions as a constraint or limiting condition on the form and expres- 
sion of one’s emotions and inclinations. If so, Kant can explain the need 
to cultivate emotions and inclinations that harmonize with the moral law, 
and this explains his insistence that the virtuous person can and should 
be “both valiant and cheerful” in performing her duties ( D y  484; cf. 485). 

Sherman also examines Aristotelian and Kantian conceptions of the role 
of friendship and other forms of interpersonal association within a virtuous 
life. Aristotle’s account of friendship arguably plays a central role in his 
ethical theory, explaining the contribution that the right sort of interper- 
sonal relations make to the agent’s own eudaimonia and so explaining how 
traits focused on the common good, such as justice, are genuine virtues. 
By contrast, Kant’s ethical theory assigns a much smaller role to associa- 
tional ties, and he is primarily concerned with the dangers that personal 
associations may pose to justice (Dv 470-71). In attempting to tease a more 
constructive conception of interpersonal association out of Kant’s claims, 
Sherman notes that whereas Aristotle’s eudaimonism extends concern for 
others on the basis of shared traits and history, Kant’s conception of friend- 
ship stresses the need to respect others as rational agents. This is an im- 
portant contrast, worth pursuing further. Doubts about the ability to cap- 
ture the normative significance of special interpersonal associations within 
an impartial conception of moral demands may raise questions about the 
adequacy of Kant’s conception of f r iend~hip.~ However, doubts about 
whether we have shared history and traits with all those about whom we 
should be morally concerned may raise questions about the scope of the 
other-regarding concerns Aristotle can j ~ s t i f y . ~  Even if it provides a ques- 

31ssues about the role and adequacy of impartial elements in Greek conceptions 
of love and friendship are debated in Gregory Vlastos, “The Individual as Object 
of Love in Plato,” in Gregory Vlastos, Platonic Studies, 2d ed. (Princeton: Princeton 
University Press, 1981); Jennifer Whiting, “Impersonal Friends,” Monist 74 (1991): 
3-29; and David 0. Brink, “Eudaimonism, Love and Friendship, and Political Com- 
munity,” Social Philosophy and Policy 16 (1999): 252-89. 

4Annas usefully discusses limitations in the scope of Aristotelian friendship and 
other-regarding concern and Stoic attempts to secure concern of wider scope within 
a eudaimonist ethical framework. See Julia Amas, The Morality of Happiness (New 
York: Oxford University Press, 1993), chap. 12. 
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tionable account of friendship, the impartiality of Kantian respect may 
seem well suited to account for the wide scope of moral demands. 

Sherman concludes with an examination of the role of rules within prac- 
tical reasoning. She begins by contrasting Aristotelian particularism-with 
its claims about the limits of generalization within ethical and political 
science-and the Kantian quest for universalizable moral rules, but her 
ultimate thrust is to question both sides of this contrast and to identify a 
view about rules and deliberation built out of Aristotelian and Kantian 
claims. On this view, moral rules are generalizations that hold always or 
for the most part and whose exceptions do not admit of exhaustive spec- 
ification, and moral deliberation is typically about particulars and involves 
interpreting or specifylng the general terms in which the rules are for- 
mulated. 

Despite the range of Sherman’s study, it is surprising that she has so 
little to say about Aristotle’s and Kant’s conceptions of the relation between 
virtue and happiness. Aristotle is part of the eudaimonist tradition accord- 
ing to which (a) an agent’s practical reasoning ought to be governed by a 
correct conception of her own eudaimonia and (b) virtues are traits whose 
expression must contribute to the agent’s own eudaimonia. He understands 
eudaimonia in terms of the human function, which he identifies with the 
exercise of an agent’s deliberative capacities, and treats virtue as the dom- 
inant component of eudaimonia. By contrast, Kant, who conceives of hap- 
piness in terms of the satisfaction of desire, criticizes all forms of eudai- 
monism for justifymg morality in terms of happiness ( K p y  20-28, 35-36, 
11 1-12). Eudaimonism, he holds, implies the mistaken view that morality 
is a system of hypothetical imperatives. But Kant’s conception of happiness 
is very different from Greek and, in particular, Aristotelian conceptions of 
eudaimonia, and this undermines his criticism of eudaim0nism.j Interest- 
ingly, despite Kant’s criticisms of eudaimonism, there are important simi- 
larities between Aristotle’s conception of eudaimonia and Kant’s conception 
of the highest good.6 Both view the highest good as a complex whole con- 
sisting of virtue and other goods, in which virtue conditions the value of 
these other goods. Despite these similarities, however, differences arguably 
remain. Though virtue is a complete good, for Aristotle, it is not an un- 
conditionally complete good; it is chosen for the sake of eudaimonia. This 
violates Kant’s strictures on the relation between virtue and the good. 
Moreover, one may wonder whether the value of external goods for Aris- 

’For a compelling assessment of Kant’s criticisms of eudaimonism, see Terence 
Irwin, “Kant’s Criticisms of Eudaemonism,” in Engstrom and Whiting, Aristotle, 
Kant, and the Stoics. 

‘These similarities are usefully explored in Stephen Engstrom, “Happiness and 
the Highest Good in Aristotle and Kant,” in Engstrom and Whiting, Aristotle, Kant, 
and the Stoics. 
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totle is, as happiness is for Kant, entirely conditional on virtue. Some ex- 
ternal goods seem to contribute constitutively to a complete good inde- 
pendently of their role in virtue (1099bl-7, 1100a6-8, 1100b27), and it’s 
not clear that Aristotle restricts their value to those who lead virtuous lives. 

Despite this omission, Sherman’s study makes a valuable contribution to 
the growing literature on Kant’s theory of virtue and its place in the history 
of ethics alongside Greek, and especially Aristotelian, conceptions of virtue. 
Students of Kant, Aristotle, and the history of ethics should study Sher- 
man’s book with interest and profit.’ 

DAVID 0. BRINK 
University of California, San Diego 

’I would like to thank Anne Margaret Baxley for helpful discussion of Kant’s 
theory of virtue. 
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STOIC STUDES. By A. A. LONG. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 

ESSAYS ON HELLENISTIC EPISTEMOLOGY AhD ETHICS. By GISELA STRIK- 
1996. Pp. xvi, 309. 

ER. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1996. Pp. xviii, 335. 

The rediscovery of Hellenistic philosophy in the English-speaking world 
over the last thirty years has rejuvenated the study of ancient philosophy, 
and reinforced its significance for contemporary philosophy. Rather than 
being dim reflections of Plato and Aristotle, the Stoics and skeptics-and 
perhaps less often, the Epicureans-have turned out to be brilliant critics, 
giving us, for example, nominalism, propostional logic, a cognitivist ac- 
count of the emotions, a causal theory of knowledge, a sophisticated form 
of skepticism (or possibly, two), and several more refined versions of eu- 
daimonistic virtue ethics. The two works under review, both collections of 
essays from the 1970s to the 199Os, represent a selection of the major 
contributions to this rediscovery by two of its initiators. 

In Stoic Studies Tony Long presents twelve previously published papers 
on Stoicism, lightly revised, but with additional bibliography, and, in three 
cases, a postscript on recent developments in scholarship. The collection 
begins with three influential studies in intellectual history, illuminating the 
Stoics’ appropriation of Socrates, Heraclitus, and Homer. The classic “Soc- 
rates in Hellenistic Philosophy” traces the skepticism of the Academic Ar- 
cesilaos to his reading of the Platonic Socrates, and the Stoic Zeno’s theory 
of the moral indifference of “external goods” to a controversial interpre- 
tation of an argument in Plato’s Euthydemus. The third study, “Stoic read- 
ings of Homer,” argues (convincingly) that the Stoics did not read Homer 
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